A classical martingale theorem is generalized to martingale like" sequences. The method of proof is a generalization of Doob's proof by "downcrossings".
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We begin by defining a sequence of stopping times:
Now let {a n } be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers with Σ a n < and let N be a fixed positive integer.
Define τ 2n -\ as the first m ^ N such that: (1) m > τ 2n _ 2 (2) f m >b (3) sup* >m |/ m -£(/ w |B m )|<α n . If no such m exists, set τ 2n -\ -N.
Likewise, define τ 2n as the first m ^ N such that:
We want an inequality in the other direction. Define
the number of times we make a "downcrossing" subject to conditions (3), Then we can find a sequence {n k } where /" = b, f n2k ^ a and where (3), (3) hold. This contradicts φ(a, b) = M ** ' COROLLARY 1. Let {/", B n , n ^ 1} be a martingale in the limit, and 
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